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Combining the strength of the data analysis approach and the power of technology, the new edition

features powerful and helpful new media supplements, enhanced teacher support materials, and full

integration of the TI-83 and TI-89 graphing calculators.
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This a very comprehensive book covering all aspects of statistical analysis. It starts slow to build a

very strong foundation and than goes into depth in numerous directions. It is an easy to read text

with sufficient examples to solidify each concept. Rigorous use of this book will endow a student

with an excellent knowledge of statistics and prepare them for a strong performance on the AP test.

This textbook was headed up by a tremendous team of experienced teachers in AP Statistics.

Explanations are simple and clear. Activities are helpful and well chosen. Exercises are plentiful and

well organized. There are many ways for students to check their understanding in each section. I

especially like that there are multiple choice for every section.

This won't make you a statistician, but fills the need for something in between Clift notes sorts of

coverage and a really technical book. I work with statistics all the time, but sometimes need a clue

where something fits that I haven't looked at in a while. This book helps and is a very useful

reference when I need to explain something.



The book it great, has great practice problems and examples, the only thing that could make it

better is clearer definitions. I have had to look up the definition of the majority of the terms in another

statistics book or online. But other than that its a fantastic textbook!

I used this textbook to self-study AP Statistics. This book is amazing at both explaining the concepts

and providing adequate practice for each concept. The book is exceptional at explaining how to

respond to free response questions on the AP Statistics Exam. Having used many other textbooks

in combination with this one, I can say this one offers the most solid explanation of the material.

What an improvement over the third edition! This edition incorporates activities that I was already

using as add-ons, such as Anscombe's quartet and the Sunflower example for stratified samples.

The explanations are much clearer now, and the content is better organized. After nine years using

the third edition, I can see the difference that this edition is making in my student's learning.

Why these books only give answers to odd number questions?

This book has been very useful for school.
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